CHASE

Reconfigure a substation into a ring bus design with fittings to accommodate a new transformer, replace copper bus and complete the installation within 60 days.

SOLUTION

Install the ring bus substation design using AFL's Swage Aluminum Bus Accessories which install in minutes rather than hours, do not require the use of a welder and can be installed in inclement weather—even sub-zero temperatures—thus preventing costly installation shutdowns.

RESULTS

Reconstructed the substation, installed the new transformer and connected all the fittings in 28 days.

Increased the capacity from 20 to 40 MVA to manage the power load in the substation area for 40 to 50 years.

Created opportunity to upgrade other substations in area by allowing offloading power to this substation.

SOLUTION

LCL&P bid out the substation fittings to Graybar, a distributor of high quality electrical, communications and data networking products. Also an authorized distributor of AFL products, Graybar specified AFL's aluminum bolted bus pipes, welded fittings, and a complete line of Swage bus accessories including terminal taps, expansion terminals, couplers, external end caps, elbows and tee connectors. AFL is the only manufacturer that can supply all types of substation fittings with competitive pricing and excellent delivery.

Ranging from 230 kV to 500 kV, AFL's Swage Bus Accessories use a compression technology process called “swaging” that enables installation of aluminum bus accessories without the need of a welder. These Swage products allow an electric utility to install the accessories faster and more efficiently with lower installation costs over the welding process. Since installation is complete in minutes rather than hours, Swage products can be installed in inclement weather—even sub-zero temperatures—thus preventing costly installation shutdowns.

LCL&P installed all of the Swage Bus terminal taps, expansion terminals, couplers, external end caps, elbows and tee connectors. AFL designed these accessories to carry the full current of the bus pipe using Swage Technology. Integral to which fittings were required and the angles needed to support the new design which featured a 4-inch bus on the 12.47 kV distribution side and 2-inch bus on the 46 kV transmission side.

LCL&P faced two big challenges—timing in taking it off-line and putting it back on-line. This substation had to be off-line and the power offloaded to another substation while work began on the upgrade. So there was a tight window of 60 days in which to complete the work and get the substation back on-line. They needed a solution that allowed them to quickly construct the ring bus design to install the new transformer.

Many utilities face the issue of copper theft and Logan City Light and Power was no exception. While constructing another substation two years ago, thieves stole $25,000 worth of copper wire. A solution was needed to prevent this problem in the future. Removing the visible temptation stops copper theft.
Logan City Light and Power beat their 60-day deadline window and reconstructed the substation, installed the new transformer and connected all the bolted fittings and Swage Bus accessories in 28 days. In all, LCL&P removed all old copper bus at the substation and replaced it with four-inch aluminum bus fittings within the lattice structure and the new ring bus.

With an increased capacity from 20 MVA to 40 MVA, LCL&P doubled the size of the new transformer which allows them to manage the power load in that substation area for 40 to 50 years. Additionally, this higher-capacity substation will allow LCL&P to upgrade other substations and offload their power to this one. LCL&P has a summer peak of 97 MW of power demand with a hydro-power generation facility in the canyon, a small solar generation site on the west side of Logan City, 15 MW of gas-powered back-up generator and other allocations of power they pull off the grid.

“All of the Swage parts fit together perfectly and we ‘swaged’ everything in just four days. Each time we made a crimp, the bus would become more rigid, it went fast without any problems. AFL’s Swage products made it simple for us to do the work.”

– Stephen Crosby, Distribution Manager
Logan City Light and Power
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